Federal, Provincial & Territorial Government Legislative Process
The flow chart set out below describes the process for reviewing draft laws, known as the legislative process, generally
followed by the federal government and provincial and territorial governments. Of course, different governments do
things differently, but the flow chart is generally accurate concerning the usual steps in the legislative process.
The main thing that changes is the speed at which each draft law passes through the process. Generally, a legislative
process lasts 6 months - 1 year. However, if a government is responding to what it views as a crisis (e.9. the attacks in
New York on Sept. 1 1 , 2001), or if the government wants something changed quickly (e.9. increasing the pay of
Cabinet ministers), then a draft law can be reviewed and become law within a month or two.
Usually takes 3 months
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Usually takes 2-3 months

Drafting Stage

When Cabinet approves a Memo
to Cabinet (MC) that proposes a new
law or changes to an existing law,
the depaftment of the Cabinet
Minister responsible for the MC then
works with the Legislative Drafting
Office to draft the law. A draft law is
known as a "bill".
The drafting process is usually
done in both official languages.
The final draft is presented to a
Cabinet committee for approval.

Usually takes 1
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5. 3rd Reading

2. lntroduction of the B¡ll /
1st Reading
The Cabinet Minister called the

"Government Leader" determines the
timing and order of bills introduced in
Parliament, or in a provincial or territorial
legislature. Sometimes at the federal
level, but rarely, bills are introduced in
the Senate first.
The Cabinet Minister responsible for
the bill introduces the billfor 1st
Reading with a short summary
statement. There is no debate or vote
at this time, and the bill is then printed
and made available to the public.
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6.

Usuailv takes 6 months - 1

Senate

3. 2nd Reading
The Minister makes a speech
setting out the reasons for the bill,
and opening debate. The bill is
then debated.
Representatives of the
opposition political parties raise
objections to the bill. Each
member of the legislature may
make one speech only at this
time, and the Minister usually
makes a closing speech.
The bill is voted on and usually
passed and referred to a
committee to review it further.
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7. Gov.-General

Leader The Senate is part of the federal
3rd government only, no province or
territory has a Senate.
reading. Sometimes
amendments are proposed So at the federal level only, after
at 3rd reading, but usually passage by the legislature (known
there is only a brief debate in as the House of Commons), a bill
goes through the same process (3
the legislature and then a
readings, and committee hearings)
vote to approve the bill.
before it is approved.
The "Government
schedules the bill for

Usually takes 1 month
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Lt. Governors

Canada's Constitution still gives the
Queen power over Canadian governments,
though this power is now only symbolic, not
real.

However, the Queen's representatives in
Canada, the Governor-General at the federal
level, and Lt. Governors in the provinces,
still have to approve all bills before they
become law.
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Usually takes 3-6 months

4. Standing Committee
There is a Standing Committee
for each Cabinet Minister and
department (e.9. The Standing
Committee on lndustry studies
bills introduced by the lndustry
Minister and lndustry Canada).
The committees are made up
of elected members of the federal
Parliament, or the provincial or
territorial legislature. All the
political parties with elected
members are represented on
each committee, but a majority of
the committee members come
from the party in power.
The committee holds hearings
to discuss the billwith the
responsible minister, public
servants and interest groups and
interested individuals. The public
can usually attend the sessions.
This is the stage at which
changes to the bill (called
"amendments" are usually made.
The Committee then reports the
bill back to the legislature.

